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 it is as if nothing happened
though those who lived it thought
that everything was happening
enough to name a world for & a time
to hold it in your hand
unlimited   the last delusion
like the perfect mask of death

  --Jerome Rothenberg

There's a scene in Sugars, Protein and Salt which details Heraclitus's Unswept Floor 
(2nd Century BC), a sort of uncanny precursor to the bourgeois still-life (17th-
19th Century) in that it focuses on the casual refuse after the feast has taken place 
(or rather, its preparations in the vast space of the kitchen). The work can be 
interpreted as a curated showcase of some rather opulent -- as well as culturally 
and regionally specific -- waste. How does this temporal situation (the sense of 
aftermath in the wake of a main event) relate to your own choice of source 
materials, if at all? Is it possible -- or fruitful -- to discern origins from a rubbish 
pile?

I like that you use the word ‘wake’ because lots of watery words seem relevant here. Leftovers 
can accumulate like flotsam and jetsam, and in its maritime usage, ‘derelict’ means  ‘abandoned 
vessel’. For a while now I’ve been looking at a 17th Century woodcut of a sorcerer. Standing 
on shore and brandishing a knife, with his hair and robe blowing wildly, the sorcerer conjures a 
storm that, in the mid-ground, is swallowing a ship and its crew in a dense whorl of black lines 
that roll together in waves and clouds. Below the sorcerer is an accomplice holding a seal skull 
on a spike.

I have been thinking a lot about this woodcut in relation to the cause-and-effect notion of a 
storm and aftermath, and how the concept of ‘aftermath’ transforms the objects around us, at 
present, into potential ciphers or clues.

Fragments contain information about the time when they existed whole: from the revered 
torsos or arches of classical detritus to pathetic personal effects strewn among a wreckage. 
There is something actively engaging about these objects. They ask that you get your hands 
dirty, sift through the rubbish and gather up clues, in the manner of a detective (or with the 
tunnel vision of a conspiracy theorist).

Continuing in this line of thought I’ve been approaching source materials as objects of 
compact information – hieroglyphs or DNA – small things that can unpack larger narratives. 
For example, a sketch by the original taxonomist, Carl Linnaeas, of a local Finnish guide bears 
an uncanny resemblance to Linus van Pelt, the Peanuts character drawn by Charles M. Schulz 
some 200 years later. (And then Linus is also a derivation of Linnaeas, the latin for Lime tree, 
and Linnaeas was the first taxonomist... here is my conspiracy theory!)

The Unswept Floor leftovers are, as you say, a curated demonstration of power and identity.
Maybe we use the process of collage to much the same ends now, poaching fragments and 
cultural references from a wealth of resources but in a fairly slapdash or even nihilistic way. A 
mode of production which feels like little more than pointing to existing things is problematic; 
as if identities could be constructed entirely from references, or demonstrations of ‘awareness’ 
ever amounted to criticality. Perhaps, then, the fascination with rubbish is as a sort of 
counterpoint to the overly curated. Bizarre communions form in the purls and eddies of urban 
filth and the unexpected juxtapositions seem to leap into narrative. I’m struck by Jane 
Bennett’s description of her encounter with a rat, a stick, a bottle cap, a glove and some pollen. 
Stepping out of a gallery in London sometime last year I was amused to notice that a mixture 
of vegetables and patisserie lying by the doorway was not so different to the work I’d just seen 
inside. The artist had immaculately reconstructed leftovers of meals in hyper-real plastic and 
displayed these plates vertically on the walls: excess smears of Marie Rose, horseradish and 
mustard, uneaten garnishes, frills of lettuce, rinds of fat and flakes of fish still clinging to the 
bone (another display of opulent as well as culturally and regionally specific waste!). Inside 
the gallery I observed excess and leftovers, but outside, too, things were forming themselves 
in much the same vocabulary. Of course, we can look at rubbish and see mainly a reflection of 
ourselves, all too valid and urgent messages about what we are up to, namely: producing and 
consuming too much stuff. But if we experiment with removing the human hubris as Bennett 
suggests there is something decidedly separate, and potent, in the self-directed juxtapositions 
of things, and the communions and narratives that this makes way for.

Returning to your question, and your point about temporality: I feel as if these fragments (of 
an ‘aftermath’) contain an element of time-travel, or at least that, in dealing with them, there is 
a fluidity of before and after. Overlooked connections have the potential to re-introduce 
certain ‘origins’.

Your previous film, An Introduction to Cave Sports (2012), describes a certain late-
capitalist position: “artefacts have severed all ties with their producers and are 
now interchangeable: a rose for a trainer for a bone.” This is an interesting point in 
terms of cultural symbolism, or commercial advertising, two means through which 
objects might be understood to organize social relations. But in terms of use, a 
cultivated rose and an athletic trainer do maintain functional differences. This 
relates to theorist Jane Bennett’s notion that the “charm” of a thing begins when it 
is no longer an object for a subject -- in other words, no longer a tool. Do you think 
this “charm” has more potency today -- in contemporary life, or contemporary art 
-- than any material qualities?

I suppose my position is that ‘charm’ is important in denoting the point at which things 
function independently of us; the point at which a thing is thrown away or no longer in use, 
and yet continues to exist and have effects. What’s interesting in Bennett’s writing is her point 
about hubris, or hierarchy – the idea that we are not the central or primary players, but nodes 
among others in a constellation.

Comparing a rose to a trainer to a bone is about materials – even those natural-seeming – 
being really far removed from their origins, or speaking a different language, or now being 
traded in some way that is perhaps deceitful. Denim that comes pre-distressed, for example, 
a finish that would have once implied repeated physical movement over a duration of time 
(cowboys, miners, day labourers, requiring ‘quality’ construction) is today understood to mean 
cheap clothes, cheap labour, cheap materials; something not made to last. It’s as if there’s a 
short circuit in the production cycle, causing a rift between what a material looks like and 
what it ‘tells’ us.

I wouldn’t oppose ‘charm’ and a thing’s material qualities. If something is no longer a tool, then 
what has changed is its relation to us, and how we might expect to use, or relate to, it.



What would be the impact on narrative if a key strand of DNA were ascribed the 
same significance as the Rosetta Stone?

Hannah Arendt describes Walter Benjamin’s discovery, at Musée de Cluny in Paris, of two 
grains of wheat inscribed with the entire Shema Israel (from the Torah), which he delighted in 
as the ‘tiniest essence appearing on tiniest entity’. Like hieroglyphs or jpegs – or DNA – these 
strange objects are neatly compressed; infinitesimal sources of vast information, with the 
communicative urgency of a love letter or a genetically perfect message. 

So, ascribing ‘key strands’ (or other items) with the significance of the Rosetta Stone is 
probably my approach to narrative anyway. We could reframe a lot of our experience as 
reading and writing – meaning that there is a lot of information waiting to be unwound, 
decoded, stretched out – since our engagement with things is an active form of ‘reading’ them. 
Or, we approach information in a way that is narrative; things speak in stories.  Benjamin 
describes an elusive ancient Egyptian story as something which, unlike information, ‘does 
not expend itself ’. Instead, it ‘resembles the seeds of grain which have lain for centuries in the 
chambers of the pyramids shut up air-tight and have retained their germinative power to this 
day’. 

In terms of art history and sculpture in particular -- minimalism, for example, 
required direct personal experience of an aesthetic object, which it insisted could 
not be transmitted through written or verbal description. There’s a sort of sacral 
reverence for the object embedded in this notion that relates to the Kantian 
sublime. As digital media formats and devices dissolve (or diminish) material 
objects -- leaving mere “charm” behind -- does this experience disappear? Is the 
effect liberating?

Material objects aren’t in danger of disappearing, so perhaps we’re not so liberated! The devices 
that allow us to experience ‘immaterial’ information are themselves made of metals and 
minerals (mined with sweat and under material conditions of inequality); we all have 
experiences with aesthetic and non-aesthetic objects everyday. 

And there is certainly just as much opportunity for spiritual or ritualistic experience in 
watching  video as there is in the ‘being there’ of object-based sculpture. If there are slight 
differences in distribution and reproduction of these modes, the emphasis of a cinematic 
experience is still material in its physicality; sound and image have an immediate sensory 
impact. If we are thinking about the sublime, this immediacy frames video as a vehicle for 
direct personal experience just as much as minimalist sculpture, if not more so.

I tend to present video with sculpture as a physical counterpart, for a number of reasons:

As a foil for the objects animated; as was the case for the stone carvings that accompanied An 
Introduction to Cave Sports, which, in their weight and presence, were very literal counterparts 
to the video’s ‘floating debris’.

As an investigation into how things can be addressed across different forms; for example 
writing that is more concerned with texture and material than sculpture, or animations that 
concentrate on objects more fully than might be possible in physical space. I’m concerned with 
feelings, and how they are communicated or engendered, so it makes sense to explore this 
cumulatively, and in a variety of media. 

How do you conceive the relationship between the deep sea and deep space -- 
liminal zones for refuge, or refuse?

I picture these spaces filled with our refuse: flotsam, jetsam, debris, detritus.

The Guardian news article you sent me, describing plankton found in space, contains an 
element of that mysterious, primordial life-forces association of both deep sea and deep space 
-- the sea being populated with ancient life forms and space with potentially unknown 
(ancient and new) ones. There’s something exciting about connecting vast spans of time (and 
physical distances) that’s possible in both places, as well as thinking of each as originating 
life…

If we think of animation as generating the pictorial conditions that 
allow a body to travel anywhere, and in any way, in cinematic space, can it be con-
sidered a form of behavioral skeuomorphism?

Do you mean the exaggeration of what bodies, in animation, can achieve and endure – and 
how this relates to the limited capacity of real bodies?

Yes, exactly. If we think of skeumorphism as a superficial ‘finish’ or effect, maybe 
behavioural skeumorphism encompasses the ‘physical’ motions, gestures and other 
actions that only avatars (human or non-human) can perform, in that they are not 
exactly governed by scientific properties.

The way that animated bodies and objects can morph and mutate is, I think, at the core of why 
the medium is interesting. An elephant’s trunk that zig-zags down a staircase, eyes that pop 
out of sockets on stalks or widen into dollar signs; the physics and psychological aspects of this 
are somehow both satisfying and sinister. There is something nightmarish about the inherent 
indestructibility of cartoon characters. Endlessly flattened under anvils or falling off cliffs, they 
always bounce back to life like a Jack-in-the-Box, or Mr Blobby. The enduring theme of bodily 
violence is interesting – all those black eyes and smarting heads and concussion halos of 
tweeting birds. I’m suddenly thinking about the meta-violence in Itchy & Scratchy, a cartoon 
within a cartoon where the relentless brutality takes on ludicrous extremes. Cartoonish carnage 
as contemporary mise en abyme - ?!

Which is more pertinent: soft or hard?

Soft. Squishy, bouncy, bruisey; like a black eye, like a grape on the pursed lips of a Roman 
emperor.
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